University-Wide Impact Committee Minutes 04/17/14

Present: K. Kruczek (co-Chair), S. Graves (co-Chair - secretary), D. Fairchild, M. Hartog, L. Kwak, B. Rowe, M. Shea, D. Risisky, A. Reynaga, D. Chevan


I. Call to Order - The meeting was called to order at 9:46 am (quorum reached).

• Discussion - How enrollment works in the first year with respect to tier 1 WC, CT, advising challenge for special permissions. This is a logistical challenge that Banner ought to be able to handle. But Banner currently does not catch Co-Requisite enrollment. LEP, as different as it is, justifies a need for additional Banner scripting to ensure that it can check for Co-Requisite enrollment if warranted. If we are to maintain full control over first semester classes, we need to retain enough adjuncts to offer the courses students need. This argument needs to go back to LEPC and its discussion with the A&S Dean who is pushing for fewer adjuncts.

II. Old Business: Revisiting the proposed restructuring of UCF subcommittees – Folding NPIC into UWIC and UWIC and NMC simultaneous reviews of proposals. NMC still to check on proposal form integrity and consistency with catalog entries, etc. UWIC is the body that perhaps best knows LEP course proposal review in detail. New Programs require more detailed initial review, so NPIC ought be retained in strength.

III. New Business: Proposals for review

Geography 102, World Regional Geography – LEP Tier 2 Global Awareness
Motion: S.G. move to approve w/ clarifications, M.S. seconded
Vote: 9 for, unanimous

History 111, American History since 1877 – LEP Tier 2 American Experience
Motion: D.R. moves to approve, K.K. seconded
Vote: 9 for, unanimous

History 227, Colonial Latin America – LEP Tier 2 Global Awareness
Motion: D.C. moves to approve, M.S. seconded
Vote: 9 for, unanimous

Anthropology 224, Children, Language, Socialization – LEP Tier 2 Mind & Body
Motion: D.C. moves to approve w/ clarifications, L.K. seconded
Vote: 9 for, unanimous

Other New Business: - tabled!

• Independent Study Policy: Dean's asking for course substitutions (instead of offering independent studies).

• Waiving the LEP requirements of someone pursuing a second bachelors: Draft language -

• Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 forms (revised): Work done to make them look similar (with respect to the ordering of things). Two versions of forms produced.

• Super Sections: Discussion of # of super section classes a student can take.

IV. Adjournment: The meeting adjourned at 10:55 am.